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introduction

if we were to attempt to reconstruct the history of this topic working from 
either a priori considerations or from general ideas about the roles of sophists 
and philosophers in the Hellenistic and Greco-roman world, we might well 
come up with a story such as the following: sophists, the skilled speakers 
who could praise anything if asked, and often men who held or hoped to 
hold posts to which appointments were made either by the emperor or at 
least with imperial approval�, were always or almost always ready to praise 
the imperial system, and to adduce arguments old and new (mainly, it must 
be admitted, old) in favour of its benefits and its legitimacy; philosophers, 
on the other hand�, for whom truth, virtue and individual liberty was always 
supremely important, often or at least sometimes questioned the legitimacy 
of rome’s government of the empire and of the emperor’s commanding role 
in the system, or continued to be engaged in some degree in elaborating or 
countering the arguments justifying the rule of rome over the Greek world 
that had been worked out by panaetius in the second century bc and picked 
up by posidonius and by cicero in the first�. when we address the surviving 
evidence, however, a somewhat different picture emerges. Sophists, it is 
true, turn out to be the voices of praise, but not so often as one might have 
expected, nor so consistently: indeed we can sometimes find destabilising 
questioning of the imperial system in sophistic texts. philosophers, however, 

� for sophists’ expectations of reward and influence resulting from their association with emper-
ors see flintErman �004, 364-368. for the diverse aspects of sophists’ rhetorical and political activity 
see andErson 1986; andErson 1989; andErson 1993; bowErsock 1969; bowiE 1970; BowiE 1982; 
molEs 1978; Schmitz 1997; puEch 2002; whitmarsh 2005.

� for arguments that philosophers and sophists presented clearly distinguishable profiles in the early 
empire see Hahn �989, 46-5�; flintErman �004, 361-376 (with particular attention to their relations 
with emperors); SidEBottom �009.

� for differing views on the importance of panaetius for cicero’s arguments in off. i �� and rep. iii 
�7-�9 see GaBBa 1979; FErrari 1988, 363-374. earlier discussions are noticed by fuks 1938, 28 nn. 8-9. 
for Stoic political thought in the late Hellenistic period see SchoFiEld 1999.
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hardly ever, if at all, question the legitimacy of the imperial system or of the 
place of an emperor at its head, though they occasionally criticize a particular 
emperor’s actions or (implicitly) his right to be emperor. what explains this 
somewhat surprising picture? 

sophists

the expected pattern is exemplified by the eij" JRwvmhn of aelius aris-
tides (or. XXVi keil), delivered either in ad �44 or ad �554. aristides ticks 
all, or at least most, of the boxes. His comparison of rome with earlier world 
powers leads him to the conclusion that only the romans have learned prop-
erly how to govern an empire5, and he lays great stress on their policy of of-
fering roman citizenship to members of local elites in all parts of the empire, 
even (he may hint) from as far away as britain6, thereby allowing recruitment 
from these elites to the imperial governing class (XXVi 59-64). He betrays 
none of the disquiet about the restless ambition that this political generosity 
can encourage in individuals (and a consequent brain-drain of talent from 
their cities) such as we find in plutarch7. 

another ground on which aristides commends rome is for the absolute 
security guaranteed to the inhabitants of the empire by the ring of legions 
guarding its frontiers and by the walls and limes-fortifications that are part 

4 See especially Swain �996, �74-�84 (arguing inter alia for ad �55 as the date of composition and 
delivery), and for an excellent recent discussion see dEsidEri in fontanElla �007, �-��, with a note of 
recent scholarship on or. XXVi at � n. �. 

5 XXVi 58: tou'to mevntoi to; tou;" provsqen a{panta", wJ" eijpei'n, ajnqrwvpou" diagugo;n uJmi'n 
ejthrhvqh movnoi" euJrei'n te kai; telewvsasqai (‘but this thing which had eluded virtually all of man-
kind hitherto was reserved for you alone to discover and bring to perfection’).

6 XXVi 60: kai; ou[te qavlatta dieivrgei to; mh' ei\nai polivthn ou[te plh'qo" th'" ejn mevsw/ 
cwvra" (‘and even the sea does not cut off somebody from being a citizen nor the volume of land in 
between’).

7 for example in his essay Peri; eujqumiva" / de tranquillitate animi 470b-d: ei\q’ ou{tw" ajei; tw'n 
uJpe;r eJautou;" ejndeei'" o[nte" oujdevpote toi'" kaq’ eJautou;" cavrin e[cousin ... “Qavsio" ga;r h\n 
ejkei'no"”. a[llo" dev ti" Ci'o", a[llo" de; Galavth" h] Biqunov", oujk ajgapw'n ei[ tino" merivdo" h] 
dovxan h] duvnamin ejn toi'" eJautou' polivtai" ei[lhcen, ajlla; klaivwn o{ti mh; forei' patrikivou": 
eja;n de; kai; forh'/, o{ti mhdevpw strathgei' JRwmaivwn: eja;n de; kai; strathgh/', o{ti mh; uJpateuvei: 
kai; uJpateuvwn, o{ti mh; prw'to" ajlla; u{stero" ajnhgoreuvqh (‘then to such a degree are they always 
deficient by comparison with those above them that they never show gratitude to those on their own level 
… [plutarch here cites the early elegiac poet from thasos, archilochus, fr. �9 west]. “but that man was 
a thasian”. but another who is from chios, and another from Galatia or bithynia, not content if he has 
obtained some share in glory or power among his own citizens, weeps because he does not wear patrician 
shoes; and if he should wear them, he weeps because he is not yet a roman praetor; and if he should be 
one of these, he weeps because he is not yet a consul; and on becoming a consul, he weeps because he 
has not been announced first but later’). on plutarch’s criticisms of members of Greek elites pursuing 
senatorial or equestrian careers cf. Praecepta gerendae reipublicae 8�4c-e and Swain �996, �69-�7�.
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of its defences8. this is one of the reasons for thinking that the speech can-
not have been composed at a time of military crisis, either shortly after the 
british war of the early �40s that resulted in the construction of the anto-
nine wall by lollius Urbicus and the acclamation of pius as imperator late in 
ad �4�, or the troubles in mauretania in the early �40s. but if we retain the 
speech’s traditional date of ad �44 we must allow that aristides is purveying 
a rose-tinted vision of the empire’s security situation. that is not surprising 
given some fundamental misrepresentations in aristides’ account of the ro-
man army: for example, he seems to be unaware of the difference between 
legiones and auxilia9. it may be, then, that those scholars who argue for a 
later date of ad �55 are correct: but in that case the speech on Rome seems 
to become a pendant to the far longer speech of that same year in praise of 
athens: unless one is put off by sheer length, the reader of or. i, the Pana-
thenaicus, comes away with a greater sense of the importance of athens as a 
repository of Greek traditions and as the leading player in Greek education 
than she comes away from the oration to Rome, eij" JRwvmhn, XXVi, with a 
sense of the significance of rome’s empire.

Several of aristides’s other speeches also offer some praise of rome – or. 
XXiii, XXiV and XXVii�0. but that praise is directed more towards the impe-
rial house than to rome. or. XXiii and XXiV are totally silent on the mat-
ter of roman citizenship which was flagged as fundamental in or. XXVi, and 
the actual names ‘romans’ and ‘rome’ seem to be carefully avoided. these 
three orations – XXiii, XXiV and XXVii – do however share the presenta-
tion of roman power that is found in or. XXVi as all-encompassing and more 
than sufficient to deal with any barbarian threat, and one might guess this 
was a widespread view in the eastern empire by the late �60s, reinforced by 
the parthian triumph of lucius Verus. it was therefore a great shock to the 
Greek world when, in or around ad �7�, invading costoboci penetrated the 
Greek peninsula as far south as eleusis and looted and sacked one of Greece’s 
most illustrious pan-Hellenic temple complexes. in his speech of lamentation 
aristides talks as if it had been incumbent on Greeks to defend the sanctuary: 

o you Greeks, who were children of old and now are truly children, who stood 
idly by at the approach of so great an evil! will you not now, at least, you incredi-
ble people, be of some use in your own country? will you not even save athens?��

8 peace and stability within the empire (XXVi 68-7�) is complemented by the rarity even of frontier 
wars (70) and secured by frontier fortifications (80) and a well-trained, professional army (7�-89).

9 cf. esp. XXVi 75, and note also 7�, 85 and 88 with bEhr ad locc.
�0 for discussion cf. Swain �996, �84-�95.
�� XXii ��: w\ pavlai te dh; kai; nu'n wJ" ajlhqw'" pai'de"  {{ellhne", oi} tosouvtou kakou' pro-

siovnto" perieivdete. oujk, w\ qaumavsioi, nu'n gev ti ejn uJmw'n aujtw'n e[sesqe; ouj tav" ge ∆Aqhvna" 
aujta;" periswvsete; behr’s translation ‘will you not now, dear sirs, at all events get control of your-
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aristides is unlikely at this point to have known that a group of Greeks, 
led by the olympic victor mnesibulus of elateia, did indeed try to fight off 
the costoboci (as we know from pausanias and the augustan history). Had 
he done so, one would expect him to have worked this heroism into his ar-
gument. but what is striking in this or. XXii, the eleusinian, is that there is 
no comment on or criticism of roman failure to protect Greece from bar-
barian incursions. is aristides silent on rome’s failure because he wants to 
create a speech that achieves total and unbroken mivmhsi" of the world of 
the classical past? or is he embarrassed that his praise of roman power in 
earlier speeches – XXiii, XXiV, XXVi, XXVii – has turned out to be over-
confident and excessive? does he even perhaps hesitate to criticise a regime 
to which he may expected to have to turn again to secure benefits for his cit-
ies or immunities for himself��.

another point may be made. the speeches delivered by aristides after or. 
XXii, the eleusinian, of ad �7� – i.e. the four Smyrnaean orations of ad 
�77-�79 – although they mention roman resources and imperial beneficence 
and intervention��, say nothing of roman military power. perhaps this is be-
cause it was not relevant to aristides’ themes in these speeches; but it may 
also be because after the shock of ad �7� aristides’ confidence in rome’s 
eternal power was shaken. it is a great pity we do not have a second version 
of the eij" JRwvmhn, re-written after the sacking of eleusis: at least one issue 
on which aristides had earlier given rome top marks would have had to be 
revisited.

overall, then, aristides’ speeches offer us a much less thorough-going en-
dorsement of the roman empire than is often suggested, and even or. XXVi 
at times gives the impression of a patchily-researched evaluation which has 
sometimes been superficially developed, even if on some topics aristides 
is clearly drawing on carefully worked-out and well-informed assessments, 
whether his own or those of another�4. perhaps some of its oddities are to be 
explained by its multifarious objectives: aristides aimed to praise rome in 

selves?’ seems to me clearly to be wrong. it is ironic that this stance should be adopted by somebody 
who had been so energetic in extricating himself from the liturgy of serving as eirenarch (or. l 70-9� with 
Swain 1996, �68-�7�).

�� for aristides’ exploitation of his high standing in the eyes of the emperor marcus cf. flintErman 
�004, 365-368.

�� XiX �; XiX 9; XX 8.
�4 most critics base their praise or blame on the premise that what we encounter is all to be credited 

to aristides. the knowledge and judgement he displays on some of the themes he touches seems to me so 
far from what we encounter elsewhere in the corpus that i am tempted to think that for this composition 
he undertook (or had an assistant undertake?) some specific research, perhaps partly in conversations 
with some of his eminent roman friends.
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a speech that fell within a rhetorical tradition of praising cities, but he con-
verted that to praise of rome’s empire and its ruling class, simultaneously 
holding up an ideal of imperial government to which the emperor and his 
administration might be hoped to aspire, and conveying covert warnings to 
the elites of the Greek cities of the eastern empire against attempting to be-
have as if they had full freedom of action�5.

How much, if anything, can be inferred from the fact that no other praise 
of rome by a sophist has survived and hardly any other is attested?�6 many 
titles of lost sophistic speeches can be excavated in philostratus’ Lives of the 
sophists, yet not one of these is a praise of rome. we might wish to add the 
mid-�rd century sophist, callinicus of petra, who was active just too late for 
inclusion in philostratus’ Lives, and to whom the Suda ascribes a work on 
the renewal of the Romans, peri; th'" JRwmaivwn ajnanewvsew"�7. Given cal-
linicus’ composition of a panegyric to Gallienus�8, it is perhaps unlikely that 
on the renewal of the Romans was a critical review of the current state of 
roman society, but there may have been constructive suggestions. 

we might of course reach a different conclusion if we had any of the in-
augural speeches delivered by Greek sophists when taking up the chair of 
Greek rhetoric in rome that had been established by domitian. but equally 
we might not. these sophists were proud of their skills and their heritage. 
when Hadrianus of tyre took up the chair in athens he is said by philos-
tratus to have opened his first address with the words ‘letters come once 
more from phoenicia’ (pavlin ejk Foinivkh" gravmmata). a comparable 
speech delivered in rome need not have praised either rome or its empire. 
but even if it had done, the overall picture on the basis of the evidence that 
does survive would not, in my view, change: a Greek sophist, as the case of 
aristides shows, can be very eloquent in praise of rome when he is himself 
in rome; he becomes less eloquent, or certainly adduces fewer grounds of 
praise, when talking elsewhere; and sometimes – as in or. XXii, the eleusin-
ian – silence can be more eloquent than words.

when we turn, however, to some works composed by sophists primarily 
for reading rather than for public delivery, the picture becomes rather differ-
ent. the Greek world under roman rule as represented by philostratus in his 
Lives of the sophists, in his on apollonius of tyana, in his nero and in his he-

�5 So dEsidEri �007. note what seems to be a thinly-veiled criticism of alexandria at 67.
�6 if we exclude, as i think we should, plutarch’s de fortuna Romanorum: it is admittedly a sophistic 

piece of work, but the philosopher plutarch is far from being a sophist.
�7 perhaps the same as the work on the ancestral customs of Rome, from which a fragment survives 

(printed in polemo, ed. Hinck): so StEin in PiR c ��9.
�8 menander rhetor �70 Spengel.
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roicus is a world where intervention by rome, by the emperor or by a roman 
administrator can seem unpredictable, arbitrary and unjust, quite unlike aris-
tides’ picture in or. XXVi of benevolent governors against whose rare errors 
of judgement appeal to a wholly-just emperor is always possible�9. although 
Lives of the sophists heroises its 40 or so Greek city aristocrats as they stride 
across the stage of the roman world from phoenicia to Gaul�0, we are repeat-
edly reminded of the imperial stage director who can employ these men to 
play impressive roles for a time and then sack them. i take but one example, 
that of (aelianus?) philiscus of thessaly��. philiscus had gone to rome to de-
fend his claim to immunity from public service, leitourgivai in a macedo-
nian city: in rome he had attached himself to the group around Julia domna, 
and through her influence had been appointed to the imperial chair of Greek 
rhetoric in athens, probably in ad ��� or �����. Her son, now emperor, cara-
calla developed a hatred for philiscus, and when the law suit came up both 
forced him to plead in person and attacked him in court for his appearance, 
his voice and his handling of the case, eventually shouting ‘neither you nor 
any other of the teachers is immune: for never on account of a few wretched 
little speeches would i deprive the cities of those who are due to perform pub-
lic services’��. after this, however, he gave immunity to philostratus’ nephew, 
philostratus of lemnos, at the age of �4, on account of a declamation�4. it is 
not surprising that in embarking on this narrative philostratus compares the 
emperors to Homeric gods who grudgingly give favours to men�5. 

the vignettes of Greek eminences falling foul of headstrong emperors 
presented by philostratus in his Lives of the sophists are painted in the same 
colours as the main themes of the nero. the distinguished Stoic musonius 

�9 on philostratus see bowErsock �969; andErson �986; andErson �99�; Swain �996, �80-400; 
billault �000, bowiE - elsnEr �009. on the ascription of the nero to the author of Lives and of on 
apollonius of tyana see whitmarsh 1999.

�0 4� Lives are devoted to Greeks of the imperial period whom philostratus regards straightfor-
wardly as sophists (Vs i �9-�6; ii �-��); i 7-8 are devoted to dio of prusa and favorinus, men who 
‘engaged in philosophy with the reputation of sophists’ (i 8,49�: tw'n filosofhsavntwn ejn dovxh/ tou' 
sofisteu'sai).

�� philostr. Vs ii �0,6��-6��; cf. puEch �00�, �76-�77 no. �99.
�� avotins �975.
�� philost. Vs ii �0,6��: ou[te su; ajtelh;" ou[te a[llo" oujdei;" tw'n paideuvontwn: ouj ga;r a[n pote 

dia; mikra; kai; duvsthna logavria ta;" povlei" ajfeloivmhn tw'n leitourghsovntwn. as wright 
notes in the loeb edition ad loc., these words echo demosthenes de falsa legatione 4��. this may raise 
suspicions that the phraseology owes more to philostratus than to caracalla, though his rhetorical train-
ing too will have been good: but it makes little difference to our assessment of philostratus’ presentation 
of imperial mutability. 

�4 philostr. ibid.: ejpi; melevth/.
�5 philostr. Vs ii �0,6��: w{{sper oiJ qeoi; JOmhvrw/ pepoivhntai ouj pavnta eJkovnte" ajnqrwvpoi" 

didovnte". Here ajllhvloi" is the reading of the mSS: ajnqrwvpoi" was conjectured by Valckenaer.
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rufus�6, in dialogue during his exile on the island of Gyaros with a shadowy 
figure menecrates (who may draw his name from a friend of philostratus), 
recalls three acts of nero that marked his disregard of laws natural, human 
and divine: his attempt to cut through the isthmus of corinth, his killing of 
a singer from epirus, and his aggression towards the sanctuary at delphi. 
the topic of unpredictable and extreme actions by the occupying power is 
picked up by a detail in the heroicus: thessalian purple-fishers have been 
so savagely penalized for an unspecified breach of regulations that they have 
been constrained to sell their land, their houses, those of their slaves who 
have not run away, and even their ancestors’ tombs�7.

these scenarios are expanded into full-size canvasses in his work on 
apollonius of tyana in which the pure-hearted sage comes into conflict with 
nero, domitian and their agents tigellinus and casperius aelianus – a con-
flict in which philostratus ensures we feel that apollonius, however irritating 
many of his features, is undeserving of the harsh treatment meted out�8.

what we read here is vehement criticism of some holders of imperial 
power, but nothing that makes any sort of theoretical move to contest or 
even to scrutinise the system as a whole. philostratus offered himself the op-
portunity for such a contestation when he represented euphrates of tyre, 
dio of prusa, and apollonius himself giving advice to Vespasian on govern- 
ment (Va V ��-�5). philostratus, in a fictional mivmhsi" of the persian debate 
on constitutions in Herodotus iii 80-8�, has euphrates advocate that Vespa-
sian restore democracy (dhvmou kravto") to rome�9; dio that he should give 
romans the choice between monarchy and democracy�0; and apollonius that 

�6 on musonius see whitmarsh �00�, �4�-�55.
�7 5�,��-��: megavlwn ga;r o[ntwn ejpitimivwn ejpi; th'/ kovclw/ par’ h|" oiJ a[nqrwpoi sofivzontai 

th;n porfuvran, aijtivan e[scon oiJ Qettaloi; paranomh'saiv ti ej" th;n bafh;n tauvthn. eij me;n 
ajlhqh', oujk oi\da: livqoi d’ ou\n ejpikrevmantaiv sfisin, uJf’ w|n ajpodivdontai me;n tou;" a[grou", 
ajpodivdontai de; ta;" oijkiva", tw'n de; ajndrapovdwn ta; me;n ajpodevdrakev sfa", ta; de; pevpratai, 
kai; oujde; toi'" goneu'sin oiJ polloi; ejnagivzousin: ajpevdonto ga;r kai; tou;" tavfou".

�8 when a ‘bad’emperor’s whim resulted in the genocide of a whole people, the nasamones of north 
africa, eliminated by domitian ca. ad 87/88, the reverberations are felt in a wider range of texts: dio-
nysius periegetes �08-��0 (written between ad ��0 and ��8), aristides or. XiX 9 (ad �77), cassius dio 
lXVii 4,6 (��0s ad).

�9 Va V ��,5: ÔRwvmaivoi" to; dhmokratei'sqai pollou' a[xion kai; polla; tw'n o[ntwn aujtoi'" 
ejp’ ejkeivnh" th'" politeiva" ejkthvqh: pau'e monarcivan, peri; h|" toiau'ta ei[rhka", kai; divdou  
ÔRwmaivoi" me;n to; tou' dhvmou kravto", sautw/' de; to; ejleuqeriva" aujtoi'" a[rxai (‘the romans have a 
high regard for democracy, and many of their possessions were acquired under that form of government; 
put an end to monarchy, about which you have said such things, and give the romans rule by the people 
and yourself the honour of initiating their freedom’).

�0 Va V �4,�: divdou JRwmaivoi" ai{resin th'" auJtw'n politeiva", ka]n me;n aiJrw'ntai dhmokrativan, 
xugcwvrei (‘give the romans the choice of their own constitution, and if they chose democracy, grant 
it’).
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Vespasian stick to his plan of overthrowing Vitellius and himself becoming 
emperor (V �5). part of apollonius’ case in grounded in Realpolitik – Ves-
pasian has already gone too far to turn back. He also offers the reasonable 
argument that since Vespasian has been a good and highly respected gover-
nor he will also be a good emperor (V �5,7). but the most telling part of his 
case is that it makes little difference to him, apollonius, what constitution 
is adopted for the roman empire, and that anyway a good democracy can, 
like that of periclean athens (as his phraseology clearly hints) be a covert 
monarchy, while a monarchy which pursues the good of his subjects is really 
a democracy:

to me no constitution matters, since i live as the gods’ subject, but i do not think 
that the human herd should perish for the lack of a just and reasonable herds-
man. Just as one man of exceptional virtue changes democracy so as to make it 
appear that the rule of one man is better than the rest, so the rule of one man 
who is always looking out for the common good is a democracy��. 

(philostr. Va V �5,4)

apollonius’s remarks in the philosophical persona that philostratus has 
given him form a helpful bridge to my discussion of philosophers. but phi-
lostratus himself is a sophist, not a philosopher, and in the end stands not 
very from aristides, who was also prepared to describe the roman empire 
as a democracy: ‘a democracy common to the whole world, under a single 
man, its best, as its ruler and controller’��. for philostratus the idea of re-
turn to what he and other Greek writers under the empire call ‘democracy’, 
and what romans from the west like tacitus called res publica, was a fantasy 
simply to be toyed with. what was important (and was perceived as being 
important) was whether the system, call it what you may, produced a good 
emperor or a bad.

Philosophers

i turn now to Greek philosophers, who might be expected to have been 
moved by their claimed commitment to the pursuit of truth towards a more 
rigorous critique than an aelius aristides or a flavius philostratus��. yet no 

�� ejmoi; politeiva" me;n oujdemia'" mevlei, zw' ga;r uJpo; toi'" qeoi'", th;n de; tw'n ajnqrwvpwn aj-
gevlhn oujk ajxiw' fqeivresqai chvtei boukovlou dikaivou te kai; swvfrono". w{{sper ga;r ei|" ajreth'/ 
prou[cwn meqivsthsi th;n dhmokrativan eij" to; eJno;" ajndro;" tou' ajrivstou ajrch;n faivnesqai, 
ou{{tw" hJ eJno;" ajrch; pavnta ej" to; xumfevron tou' koinou' proorw'sa dh'mov" ejstin.

�� or. XXVi 60: koinh; th'" gh'" dhmokrativa uJf’ eJni; tw'/ ajrivstw/ a[rconti kai; kosmhth'/.
�� for the place of philosophers in early and high imperial society see above all Hahn �989 (but as 

observed by m.b.trapp in his review in “cr” 40, �990, ���-��4, Hahn has not much to say about ‘the 
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systematic or rigorous critique of the empire is evident. its absence can be 
explained by the interplay of many factors. 

one important factor is that the subjects that preoccupied those philoso-
phers who did address major issues were in branches of philosophy other 
than political philosophy or jurisprudence. if we review a list of Greek phi-
losophers of importance between thrasyllus, the editor of the platonic cor-
pus, and plotinus in the third century ad, it is evident that focus of their 
intellectual activities was different. thrasyllus himself seems to be chiefly en-
gaged, so far as we know, in the editing and interpretation of the corpus of 
plato’s writings�4. to leap to a figure nearer the end of my chosen period, al-
exander of aphrodisias was also an interpreter of and commentator on the 
aristotelian corpus, though not without original ideas of his own. aristotle’s 
Politics continues to be a central text for modern western students of the 
history of political thought, but there is no evidence that alexander wrote 
anything specifically about the Politics�5.

favorinus, Sextus empiricus and Galen engaged in highly technical de-
bate in issues of logic, epistemology and metaphysics. though we learn 
much from Galen about the medical, philosophical and literary milieu in 
which he worked, he does not address himself to the benefits or legitimacy 
of roman imperial government. of Sextus it is not certain, though it is prob-
able, that he lived in the second century ad. the chief reason for our uncer-
tainty is that he seems almost entirely uninterested in the world in which he 
lived, directing his arguments against Hellenistic philosophers, even though 
it is clear from his sole reference to the roman world, i.e. to the emperor ti-
berius, that he lived and worked after ad �7�6.

application to such technical aspects of philosophy did not, of course, 
exclude interest or even involvement in political philosophy. that is demon-
strated by the wide spectrum of plutarch’s philosophical interests�7. as well 
as entering technical debate with the academic favorinus�8 on metaphysics, 

ideology of the philosopher’s calling’). note also andrE �987; michEl �99�; ZankEr �995 and essays 
collected in GriFFin - barnEs �989; griFFin - BarnEs �997.

�4 for strong claims for the influence of thrasyllus on the development of platonism see tarrant 
�99�: however persuasive these claims (and they have been challenged) political philosophy is not an area 
in which tarrant sees thrasyllus as active. for middle platonism dillon �997 remains fundamental.

�5 in the ethical Problems (whose authorship is debated), there is some discussion of those aspects of 
political theory that relate to ethics, and, at �47,�8, what seems to be a reference to aristotle (pol. ��5�a9-
�0). i am indebted to ben morison for this reference and for discussion of alexander’s work.

�6 tiberius ‘used to see in the dark’ (P. i 84: ejn skovtw/ eJwvra): see BEtt �000, ix.
�7 the best introduction to plutarch remains russEll �97� and for plutarch’s perceptions of rome 

JonEs �966, �-66.
�8 on favorinus see philostr. Vs i 8 and most recently the introduction in amato - JuliEn �005; 

whitmarsh 2001, 116-���; HolFord-StrEvEns �00�, 98-��0. favorinus had every reason to adopt 
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with Stoics on epistemology and with epicureans on ethics, plutarch wrote 
on a wide range of questions that fell within moral and political philosophy, 
and as a philosophical teacher in a platonic tradition he trained up Greek 
aristocrats to live a virtuous and socially participatory life in the Greco-ro-
man world of the late first and early second centuries ad, both personally 
as a teacher of the young and through his writings for his addressees and for 
anyone else who choose to read them. one of these addressees, Q. Sosius Se-
necio, was a consular roman, probably from the west�9, close to trajan and 
consul ordinarius in ad 99 and �07; two of his Hellenophone addressees, 
c. iulius eurycles Herculanus (from laconia) and c. iulius antiochus epi-
phanes philopappus (from the once-royal family of commagene) were sena-
tors; and many of his Greek-born addressees and friends had roman citizen-
ship, as did plutarch himself40. He manifestly thought deeply and extensively 
about how rome had come to dominate the Greek world, how its political 
system had slid from a republic to the principate, and what gains and losses 
roman imperial rule over the Greek world entailed for its inhabitants. He 
had also pondered how men born into Greek city elites should best react to 
that rule, and what benefits they and their peers from the same class in the 
latin-speaking west might reap from a Greek education. 

plutarch’s essay Politika; paraggevlmata (Praecepta gerendae reipubli-
cae) is often cited for its advice to the politically active class in Greek cit-
ies on the limits of their freedom and on appropriate modes of handling the 
roman administration4�. His Parallel Lives approach from numerous angles 
and scores of cases the features that distinguish good from bad personal 
and political choices and actions4�. in his de fortuna Romanorum plutarch 
gave a rhetorical airing to some of the factors (most of them long recog-
nized in the Greek world) that led to the rise of rome to its world-power 
status. in his roman republican lives he shows both an excellent knowledge 
of late republican history and recurrent acumen in analyzing political con-
flict. more exposition of details and perhaps generalities concerning sena-
torial relations with the emperor and his armies must have been offered in 

a political perspective, given his unsuccessful attempt to extricate himself from the liturgy of taking 
up the office of flamen provinciae in his native province of Gallia narbonensis (on which incident see 
bowiE �997) and the pulling down of his statues in corinth and athens that seems to have followed his 
perceived loss of imperial favour (the former addressed in his speech transmitted as dio or. XXXVii, 
re-edited in amato - JuliEn �005; for the latter see philostr. Vs i 8,490).

�9 Swain �996, 4�6-4�7.
40 attested by siG � 8�9a but nowhere by plutarch in his extant writings.
4� See especially JonEs 1971, 110-121; dEsidEri �986; Swain �996, �6�-�8�. on plutarch’s political 

thought in general cf. aaldErs �98�a.
4� cf. for example Swain �996, ��-�50; very fully duFF 2002.
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the now lost Lives of emperors, and we know from passages in the moralia 
that plutarch was not hesitant in expressing criticism of Vespasian4� or refer-
ring to domitian as ‘the tyrant’44. but to judge from the two imperial Lives 
that survive, the Galba and the otho, plutarch is unlikely to have entered 
upon a careful analysis of the strengths and weaknesses, of the advantages 
and disadvantages of the imperial system as it developed between augus-
tus and trajan (although a narrative of the year ad 68 might have been an 
opportune context in which to take stock of the état de la question at the 
end of the Julio-claudian century). it is clear from many passages that  
plutarch judged the current state of affairs to be better for the Greek world 
than the freedom and the inter-polis conflicts of the classical period, that 
it could even be urged that a benevolent divine power had had a hand in 
bringing it about, and that a reader was expected to conclude that working 
with the imperial administration and within such constraints as it imposed 
was his best choice. to that extent plutarch is undoubtedly a supporter of 
ordine and not an instigator of sovversione. on the other hand the suggestion 
that god had been involved in leading the Greek world to its present situa-
tion distracts from, and is hardly a substitute for, a debate about the legiti-
macy of the regime. nowhere in the voluminous writings that survive is the 
legitimacy of the imperial system debated. it is a reasonable supposition that 
such a debate would not have been found in the lost writings either, though 
these did include a two-book work on politics, and it is not impossible that 
had they been preserved these books would have contained some surprises45.

we get nearer to such a debate in two of his contemporaries, the Stoic 
epictetus, and dio of prusa46, whose philosophy drew on plato, cynicism 
and the Stoa. both are pupils of musonius, and in both cases we find some-
thing similar to what we found in philostratus’ later portrayal of apollonius 
(not an accident, since in constructing his fictional make-over of the histori-
cal apollonius philostratus surely drew on the depictions of dio and muso-

4� amatorius 77�c, presumably at least partly because of his abrogation in ad 7� of nero’s grant of 
‘freedom’ to Greece (which conversely entitled nero to reincarnation not as a viper but as a frog in the 
imaginative scene of de sera numinis vindicta 568a). 

44 Praecepta gerendae reipublicae 487e-488a.
45 lamprias catalogue no. 5�. mention should also be made of the fragmentarily preserved de unius 

in republica dominatione / Peri; monarciva" kai; dhmokrativa" kai; ojligarciva" (moralia 8�6b-8�7c), 
concluding that monarchy is the best form of government in which a good statesman might aspire to 
function (presumably as the monarch!). this is not generally thought to be by plutarch, cf. aaldErs 
�98�b: but of course by whomever it was written, it would be an interesting witness to possible positions 
in this period. what survives, however, proceeds at a superficial level that does not suggest the work as a 
whole (apparently conceived of as a lecture, diavlexi", 8�6b) will have been a radical inquiry. 

46 on dio see dEsidEri 1978; JonEs 1978; molEs 1990; swain 1996, 187-241; whitmarsh 2001, 
esp. 183-225; 325-327.
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nius he encountered in his sources): we find, that is, condemnation of bad 
emperors, and a focus on how a virtuous man should behave under a bad 
emperor. 

not surprisingly, neither the city aristocrat dio nor the slave epictetus are 
anywhere found advocating or involved in attempts to overthrow a regime, 
even one of a bad emperor, as were the conspirators against nero who com-
bined membership of the roman senatorial governing class with Stoic beliefs. 
true, when dio was exiled by domitian it seems likely to have been the 
fall-out from an alleged conspiracy, but not one that was Stoic-driven47; and 
earlier under Vespasian dio seems to have aligned himself with the regime 
against philosophers when these were banished from rome, delivering a lost 
speech against philosophers, Kata; tw'n filosovfwn, which may have been 
what earned him roman citizenship from the consul of ad 7�, m. cocceius 
nerva48. it was again nerva who may have recalled him from exile in the year 
ad 96, and it was nerva’s successor trajan who gave him the stimulus to 
write his four essays on kingship (or. i-iV) and on whose behalf, whether 
mandated or otherwise, dio seems to have played the role of a conciliatory 
shuttle-diplomat in the bithynian cities of nicaea and nicomedia and tried 
to intervene in the civic problems of tarsus and (on one chronology) rhodes 
and alexandria49. Such situations might well have afforded dio opportunities 
for applying political theory, or for offering a general commendation of the 
imperial system within which these Greek cities now had to function, but he 
did not take them, focusing rather on the problems and dangers of inter-city 
rivalry and internal disorder. nor, unsurprisingly, is any political theory to be 
found in the speeches dio delivered in the course of his political difficulties 
in his own city, prusa. it is almost exclusively in his four essays on kingship 
that anything approaching philosophical thought is to be found. and here 
the chief purpose of its application is not to question the imperial system, 
nor even to justify it, but to debate how a good monarch should behave. 
whether any of the four essays was actually delivered as speech in the pre- 
sence of trajan we cannot tell: dio implies in or. lVii �� that this speech 
was a prolaliav to ones that had been delivered to the emperor, but this 
may simply be to raise his profile in his performances in cities of the eastern 
empire, and there may be more truth in philostratus’ much-cited anecdote 
that when dio spoke Greek to trajan (riding with him in his triumphal cha- 

47 cf. sidEBottom 1996.
48 cf. molEs 1978.
49 in favour of a trajanic dating of both the Rhodian oration (XXXi) and the alexandrian oration 

(XXXii) see swain 1996, 428-429 with references to earlier discussions.
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riot!) the emperor said ‘i don’t know what you are saying, but i love you as 
myself’50.

if dio is more eloquent in giving advice on being a good emperor, epicte-
tus’ dissertations are replete with illustrations of how to preserve virtue when 
persecuted by a bad. i pick out only one example. Here epictetus imagines 
an exchange between the emperor Vespasian and the intransigeant advocate 
of republicanism Helvidius prsicus:

Helvidius priscus too saw this, and on seeing it he put it into practice. when 
Vespasian sent for him so as to prevent him attending the senate, he replied: ‘it is 
in your power not to allow me to be a member of the senate, but till then i must 
attend its sessions.’
(Vespasian) ‘well do, attend but keep quiet.’
(Helvidius) ‘do not ask my opinion and i will keep quiet.’
(Vespasian) ‘but i must ask your opinion.’
(Helvidius) ‘and i must say what seems just.’
(Vespasian) ‘but if you say that, i will put you to death.’
(Helvidius) ‘when did i ever tell you that i was immortal? you will do your part, 
i mine – yours to kill, mine to die without any fear; yours to banish, mine to go 
without feeling distress’5�.

(epict. diss. i �,�9-��)

admittedly this is a far from straightforward example. first, we are deal-
ing with the knock-on effects of that opposition against nero formed along 
a Stoic-senatorial axis that has just been mentioned, and epictetus examines 
the conduct of a senator, something which will have been relevant for only 
some of the readers of the dissertations. Secondly, such readers may well 
know that it was for writing a eulogy of Helvidius, exiled and then executed 
by Vespasian, that under domitian Herennius Senecio in turn was executed 
and in the fall-out all philosophers, including epictetus, were exiled from 
rome. So epictetus is replaying an imaginary version of a confrontation by 
a senator whose actions ultimately contributed to his own exile. thirdly, the 

50 Vs i 7,488: ti; me;n levgei" oujk oi\da, filw' dev se wJ" eJmautovn. for a rightly sceptical discussion 
of the hypothesis that some or all of the four kingship orations were delivered in trajan’s presence, and 
reference to earlier scholarship, see whitmarsh 2001, 325-327. on the four kingship orations sidEBot-
tom 1990 remains fundamental.

5� tau'ta ei\den kai; Pri'sko" Ôelouivdio" kai; ijdw;n ejpoivhse. prospevmyanto" aujtw/' Oujespa-
sianou', i{na mh; eijsevlqh/ eij" th;n suvgklhton, ajpekrivnato “ejpi; soiv ejsti mh; eja'saiv me ei\nai 
sugklhtikovn: mevcri d’ a]n w\, dei' me eisevrcesqai.” “a[ge ajll’ eijselqw;n siwvphson.” “mhv m’ 
ejxevtaze kai; siwphvsw.” “ajlla; dei' me ejxetavsai” “kajme; eijpei'n to; fainovmenon divkaion” “ajll’ 
eja;n ei[ph/", ajpoktenw' se.” “povte ou\n soi ei\pon, o{ti ajqavnatov" eijmi; kai; su; to; so;n poihvsei" 
kajgw; to; ejmo;n. sovn ejstin ajpoktei'nai, ejmo;n ajpoqanei'n mh; trevmonta: so;n fugadeu'sai, ejmo;n 
ejxelqei'n mh; lupouvmenon”.
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dissertations that we have were composed not by epictetus himself but by 
the Greek senator from nicomedia, l. (?) flavius arrianus, probably in the 
��0s ad when he was well advanced in a senatorial career that was to lead 
to a suffect consulate in (almost certainly) ad ��95�. arrian had attended 
epictetus’ vigorous lectures in nicopolis around ad �08, perhaps not yet �0 
years old5�. the version he wrote up may be a quite unreliable guide to what 
the Stoic ex-slave actually said, and may sometimes or often reflect the inter-
ests of the Greco-roman senatorial elite among whom arrian had begun to 
move. true, he seems also to have written other types of philosophical work 
(e.g. on comets); and his philosophical credentials were good enough for 
him to be categorised as a philosopher on inscriptions54. but as a senatorial 
proconsul, then consul, then later a legatus augusti administering cappado-
cia, arrian was deeply implicated in the regime of trajan and Hadrian that 
administered the empire and manipulated the senate just as had the regime 
of the flavians, even if the first decade of trajan was marked by ostentatious 
distancing from the acts of domitian. 

all this rather limits what can be concluded from this passage. but two 
hypotheses can be ventured. first, if in ad �08 arrian had heard epicte-
tus delivering a systematic critique of the imperial system he would have re-
tained this in the dissertations only if he took the view that it was an im-
portant or productive contribution. indeed had he thought such a critique 
might be read carefully by emperors or their inner circle he might even have 
invented one and put it in epictetus’ mouth. that he did not think any con-
tribution to the running of the empire could be made by such a critique 
surely follows from his choice of the different path – epictetus’ recurrent 
focus on how a virtuous man should react to a vicious emperor – the same 
path as was followed by the sophist philostratus over a century later in his 
portrayal of apollonius’ relations with nero and domitian in a work that he 
too doubtless expected might be read with care by some imperial eyes.

Conclusions

overall neither sophists nor philosophers tackled the two basic issues: 
what alternative was there to monarchic government of the roman empire, 
and what alternative was there for the Greek world to the now firmly estab-

5� on arrian see (briefly) Swain �996, �4�-�48; major studies are bosworth 1972; StadtEr 1980; 
SymE 1982; tonnEt 1988. on arrian’s own view of the empire cf. the provocative essay of Vidal- 
naquEt �984.

5� See esp. millar 1968.
54 references in Swain �996, �4� n. 8.
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lished roman regime. discussions of the choice between monarchy, oligar-
chy and democracy were literary games in mivmhsi" of Herodotus book iii, 
whether played by somebody who may be a philosopher, the author of the 
pseudo-plutarch Peri; monarciva" kai; dhmokrativa" kai; ojligarciva" 
(who refers specifically to Herodotus, 8�6e) or by the arch-sophist philos-
tratus in his on apollonius (who leaves his reader to see the Herodotean 
model). the questions of how an emperor should behave to ensure that he 
was perceived as a ‘good’ emperor, and how a member of the elite should 
behave under a ‘bad’ emperor, were addressed by sophists and philosophers 
alike, though neither did this so fully and effectively as senatorial historians 
like tacitus in the early �nd century latin world or cassius dio in the early 
�rd century Greek world. like Helvidius, non-senatorial sophists and phi-
losophers knew what roles they were expected to play.
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